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Bottom Line, Up Front
• People can adapt to unforeseen circumstances - machines cannot. 

• People adapt because they have to. 

• Conditions and circumstances can both help and hinder this adaptation. 

• Finding, understanding, and exploring how people adapt is difficult to do, but 
can be done. 

• Doing this work has to be done in naturalistic settings, not in a variable-
controlled lab conditions. 

• What does this have to do with resilience and Resilience Engineering?



Pairs Well With…

Abeba Birhane’s keynote talk, yesterday 

“In Defence of Certainty”





what are they doing?

what are they actually doing?
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Your Product 
Or Service

The Stuff You Build and 
Maintain With
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changing here

things are 
changing 

here…



what are they actually doing?

(cognitive work)





–Lisanne Bainbridge, 1983



–Ironies of Automation (Bainbridge, 1983)

“...irony that the more advanced a control system is, so the 
more crucial may be the contribution of the human operator.“



Take away message –  

The more we depend on technology and 
push it to its limits, the more we need 
highly-skilled, well trained, well-practised 
people to make systems resilient, acting as 
the last line of defence against the failures 
that will inevitably occur.

Baxter, G. D., Rooksby, J., Wang, Y., & Khajeh-Hosseini, A. (2012)



“Its inspiration to researchers, 
accident investigators, regulators, 
and managers continues to this day 
as automation development and its 
implementation continue unabated.”

Strauch, B. (2017). Ironies of automation: Still unresolved 
after all these years.



how to discover what happens 
“above the line”?



incidents 

(outages, degradations, breaches, accidents, near-misses, “glitches”,  
untoward/unexpected events, etc.)



Typical Industry Understanding of Incident Data

Time-To-Resolve (TTR) and its Mean 
Time-To-Detect (TTD) and its Mean 
Frequency of incidents 
Severity of incidents 
Customer impact

…are shallow, aggregate, poor strategies for coping with 
uncertainty 

these tell us nothing about 
the critically valuable 
facets of incidents



quick aside: other coping strategies for uncertainty, 
disconnected from actual & grounded work

• The “Google SRE Quantification Quartet” - SLI, SLO, SLA, “error budgets” 

• Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) 

• Human Reliability Assessment (HRA) 

• Fault trees, Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) 

• other bullshit acronyms that may have meaning for some, but has no 
concrete meaning for understanding cognitive work



“…nonroutine, challenging events, because these tough cases have the 
greatest potential for uncovering elements of expertise and related 
cognitive phenomena.”  (Klein, Crandall, Hoffman, 2006) 

A family of well-worn methods, approaches, and techniques  

Cognitive task/work analysis  
Process tracing 

Conversation analysis 
Critical decision method 

Critical incident technique 
more…

research validates these opportunities 



what makes incidents so special?

• tend to “wipe away” things that don’t immediately matter 

• tend to generate energy and attention to a relatively contained area of tech 
and understandings of that tech 

• they are a “trojan horse” to allow us to look more closely at how things 
normally work and how people typically adapt in that “normal work”



what we find when we look closely 
at incidents in software



how we imagine incidents happen

normal detection diagnosis repair normal

time

…or…



how incidents actually happen*

(this is only one representation!)





We need to be able to ask…

How does the flow of attention move and/or migrate as an incident evolves? 

What do people actually do during the response to incidents and anomalies that they 
don’t make explicit?  

What tricks or shortcuts do they use that others aren’t aware of?  

What tools proved to be useful? 



We need to be able to ask…

Which tools proved to be distracting or unhelpful? 

What influence does time and consequence pressure have on the management of a 
given incident?  

How do structured responses (e.g., incident handling training, assigning authority to 
specific individuals) work in practice? 

How do teams perceive what parts of their application or systems are “risky” to touch?  

How did this view arise?  

How universal is that perspective amongst all teams?



How do people who are in different 
teams or have different domain 
expertise explain to each other what 
is familiar and important to watch for 
during an incident?

How does a new person in 
a team learn the nuances 
of systems behavior that 
isn’t documented?

What do veteran engineers know 
about their systems that others 
don’t? What esoteric knowledge 
do they have, and how did they 
get it?



Are there any sources of data about the 
systems (logs, graphs, etc.) that people 
regularly dismiss or are suspicious of?

0 100 200 300 400

0 10% 20% 30 % 40 %

0 100 200 300 400

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000

1 2 3 4 5

How do people improvise new 
tools to help them understand 
what is happening?

What tricks do people or teams use to 
understand how otherwise opaque 3rd 
party services are behaving?



How do people assess when they need to 
call for help?

Are there specific types of problems (or particular 
systems) that trigger engineers to call for assistance 
from other teams, and others that don’t?

Do people believe they have the authority to 
halt functionality? Can they make that call, 
knowing that it may produce 
organizational blowback?  



“blunt end” conditions and 
factors



Market

industry stockrevenue

Regulation and Compliance

new 
schemes

audits legislation

Tech Projects

legacy 
migrations

new 
patterns

(re)architecture

new 
language

new 
tooling

security 
patches

News

geopolitical
competitorsdisasters

Recent On-Call or 
Incident Experiences

alert 
history escalations

runbooks (new, 
edits)

currently 
ongoing 

incidents or 
analyses

PR 
pressure

Company

re-orgs leadership
changes

loss of 
expertise

population 
growth



logs

time of year 
day of year 
time of day

observations and 
hypotheses others 

share

what has been 
investigated thus far

what’s been happening in 
external dependencies 

(service provider outages, 
etc.)

time-series data

alerts
tracing/

observability tools

new 
dependencies

who is on 
vacation, at a 
conference, 

traveling, etc.

status of other 
ongoing work



- tenure 
- domain expertise 
- past experience with details



cooperative 
coordinated



- problem detection 
- generating hypotheses 
- diagnostic actions 
- therapeutic actions 
- sacrifice decisions 
- coordinating 
- (re) planning 
- preparing for potential escalation/cascades

multiple threads of activity

some productive 
some unproductive



Looking deeper, we find…

“detection” is different from “identification” or “recognition” 

“diagnosis” not always the most challenging aspect  

confusion about how things become “fixed” are common



indications of surprise and novelty

<murphy> wtf happened here

<steve> I have no idea what is going on

<laurie> well that's terrifying



all incidents can be worse

what are things (people, maneuvers, knowledge, etc.) that went into 
preventing it from being worse?



what does this research look 
like?









Anomalous signals and 
representations

Interventions and results

Tentative, evolving, shared 
hypotheses

Collective hypotheses ➝ plans acted on

line of “certainty” and commitment to action



Approaching Overload:  

Diagnosis and Response to Anomalies in  
Complex and Automated Production Software Systems  

Marisa Grayson 
Ohio State University 







what makes this important?



“…your ‘web app’ systems tend to become business-
critical systems, and these have a way of becoming 

safety-critical systems…”



“…you know this to be true: the thing that amazes you is not 
that your systems go down sometimes…

What is surprising is not that there 
are so many incidents…

…it is that there are so few!

…it’s that it’s up at all.”



Resilience Engineering 
Is a Field

• Multidisciplinary, emerged from Cognitive Systems Engineering  

• Early 2000s, largely in response to NASA events in 1999 and 2000 

• 8 symposia over 13 years



Resilience Engineering  
is a Community

is largely made up of practitioners and researchers from….

Cybernetics

Engineering*

Ecology

Safety Science

Biology

Control Systems

Human Factors & Ergonomics

Cognitive Systems Engineering

Complexity Science

Cognitive Psychology

Sociology

Operations Research



working in domains such as…

Rail Maritime

Surgery

Intelligence AgenciesLaw Enforcement

Aviation/ATM

Space

Mining

Construction

Explosives

FirefightingAnesthesia

Pediatrics

Power Grid & Distribution

Military Agencies

Software Engineering

Resilience Engineering  
is a Community



Some of the cast of characters

J. Paul ReedJessica DeVitaCasey RosenthalNora Jones (me)

David Woods Dr. Shawna Perry Dr. Richard Cook Ivonne Herrera Erik Hollnagel

Johan Bergström
Sidney Dekker Asher BalkinLaura Maguire

Gesa Praetorius



resiliencepapers.club

Lorin Hochstein



Resilience Engineering is not

• SRE 

• DevOps 

• Invented by any $COMPANY 

• Chaos Engineering 

• automation



resilience is not

• redundancy 

• robustness 

• high-availability 

• fault-tolerance 

• anything about software or hardware

a synonym for these things



resilience is:

• proactive activities aimed at preparing to be unprepared 
— without an ability to justify it economically! 

• sustaining the potential for future adaptive action when 
conditions change 

• something that a system does, not what it has



unforeseen 

unanticipated 

unexpected 

fundamentally surprising



robustness

redundancy



capacity to find ways of getting to your destination

cash in local currency 
requisite fluency in local language 
rail schedules 
bus schedules 
flight schedules 
postponing your appointment 
taking appointment partially via phone until arrival 
colleague to take your place until you arrive 
… 
… 
…



resilience is a verb



sustained 
adaptive capacity



sustained adaptive capacity

continuous adaptability

graceful extensibility







Challenges To Making Progress
• Current and typical approaches to “learning from incidents” have very little to 

do with actual learning. 

• Most post-incident review documents are written to be filed, not written to be 
read. 

• Efforts made toward creating “blameless” conditions and psychological safety 
for people to give their account of an incident are table stakes - these are 
necessary but not sufficient. 

• To make real progress, the industry needs to first acknowledge and 
understand that it doesn’t have the expertise and skills to do this work well 
(yet!)



Challenges To Making Progress

• Inertia towards the status quo, oversimplifications 

• Chronic inability to learn from other domains 

• Technofetishization and automation naïvety



The Status Quo Beliefs

• Tyranny of metrics and "shallow data" 

• Under-investment in real incident analysis expertise 

• Oversimplified methods such as one-size-fits-all postmortem templates 
and unquestioned practices such as treating all incidents “consistently” 



• “mean time to X” numbers are negotiated, not “objective” (see Abeba’s talk 
on this point!) 

• all incident data is reactive and scoped to unwanted events; they tell us 
nothing about wanted situations 

• “trending” these numbers tell us nothing about learning, prevention, 
expertise, proactiveness, or adaptive capacity.

Inconvenient realities of shallow data



Change Is Afoot

J. Paul ReedJessica DeVitaCasey RosenthalNora Jones (me)



What can we learn 
about these… 
how decisions are focused 

how attention migrates 

how work is coordinated 

how escalation manifests 

the weight of time pressure 

the effects of uncertainty  

the impact of ambiguity  

what consequences are consequential

…from these? 

(M)TTR? 
(M)TTD? 
Frequency  of incidents? 
Severity of incidents? 
Customer impact? 
Number of deploys?

“…while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the left more.”



The End



12) Human practitioners are the adaptable element of complex systems.  
Practitioners and first line management actively adapt the system to maximize production and minimize 
accidents. These adaptations often occur on a moment by moment basis.  
Some of these adaptations include:  
(1) Restructuring the system in order to reduce exposure of vulnerable parts to failure.  
(2) Concentrating critical resources in areas of expected high demand.  
(3) Providing pathways for retreat or recovery from expected and unexpected faults.  
(4) Establishing means for early detection of changed system performance in order to allow graceful 

cutbacks in production or other means of increasing resiliency. 

https://www.adaptivecapacitylabs.com/HowComplexSystemsFail.pdf

17) People continuously create safety.  
Failure free operations are the result of activities of people who work to keep the system within 
the boundaries of tolerable performance. These activities are, for the most part, part of normal 
operations and superficially straightforward. But because system operations are never trouble 
free, human practitioner adaptations to changing conditions actually create safety from 
moment to moment. These adaptations often amount to just the selection of a well-rehearsed 
routine from a store of available responses; sometimes, however, the adaptations are novel 
combinations or de novo creations of new approaches. 

How Complex Systems Fail (Cook, 1998)

https://www.adaptivecapacitylabs.com/HowComplexSystemsFail.pdf

